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Featured articles and news

Failure to innovate

A World Economic Forum action plan identifies the talent gap
as a key barrier to industry improvement.

Blockchain
A new BRE research paper
explores how blockchain
can benefit the built
environment.

Fixed price contract
Is there such a thing as a
fixed price?

SuDS guidance
New step-by-step route
maps for surface water
management.

Air permeability
BSRIA has collaborated
with the Department of
Health on research into air
permeability in isolation
rooms.

BREEAM Advisory
Professional
The Sustainability
Champion is changing to
the AP.

Green walls
Create new habitats and
improve air quality and
wellbeing.

Student resources

Studying for a built environment degree? Check out our helpful
student resources.

 

Around the web

BIMplus, 21 Feb
AI workplace safety trials
get a £300,000 government
boost.

Construction Index, 20
Feb
Four companies within the
Lagan Construction Group
go into administration.

Construction Enquirer, 21
Feb
Barratt plans to increase its
use of modern and offsite
construction methods.

The Guardian, 21 Feb
Climate change will push
European cities to breaking
point.

CIC, 20 Feb
A new campaign targets
cartels as tip-offs rise by a
third.

RICS, 20 Feb
The new standard for
minimum energy efficiency
will apply from April.

CCS, 19 Feb
64% of the industry want
more action on pollution.

Construction Manager, 19
Feb
Construction's depressing
views on pregnancy and
recruitment.

3.5 million people use Designing Buildings Wiki to find construction industry
knowledge every year. Write an article and they will also find out about you.
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